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Syllabus 
ÅInstructor  
ïLi Xia ḓ, FIT 3-618, 62793029, xial@tsinghua.edu.cn 

ÅText book 
ïD. Gross, J.F. Shortle, J.M. Thompson, and C.M. Harris, 

Fundamentals of Queueing Theory, 4th Edition, Hoboken: Wiley, 
2008.  (copy is provided) 

ÅReference books: 
ïMor Harchol-Balter, Performance Modeling and Design of 

Computer SystemsτQueueing Theory in Action, Cambridge 
Press, 2013.  

ïLeonard Kleinrock, Queueing Systems, vol. 1: Theory, John Wiley, 
1975. 

ïCaltech course (Prof. Adam Wierman): 
http://courses.cms.caltech.edu/cs147/ 
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Syllabus 
ÅGrading 

ïHomework: 30% (4 assignments, 1 simulation 
task, in English) plagiary is prohibited  

ïMidterm: 30%  

ïFinal Project: 30% (the 9th week) 

ïCourse Interaction: 10% 

ÅLecture notes and assignments are available 
online (in English) 

ïhttp://cfins.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/personalhg/xiali
/teaching/queue_2018/course_queues.htm 
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²ƘŀǘΩǎ ȅƻǳǊ ǇǳǊǇƻǎŜ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǘƘƛǎ 
course 

ÅWhat do you expect to learn from this course? 

ïOpen discussion 

 

 

 

 

Å[ŜǘΩǎ ǎŜŜ ǎƻƳŜ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜǎ ƛƴ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ 
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Telephone switch 
ÅA.K. Erlang studied the problem: 

ïNo automatic switch, operator  

ïHow many telephone operators were needed 
to handle a given volume of calls 

ïErlang A / Erlang B formula 
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Agner K. Erlang 

(1878 ï1929) 

Danish engineer  

Erlang (1909) "The Theory of Probabilities and Telephone Conversations" ï  

which proves that the Poisson distribution applies to random telephone traffic. 

Erlang (1917) "Solution of some Problems in the Theory of Probabilities of Significance in 

Automatic Telephone Exchanges" 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poisson_distribution


Beijing Subway 

Throughput? 

Safety? 

More lines Ą 
Increase buffer 
 
So what? 
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Railway ticket online booking in 2012 
Chinese new year 

ÅCrash of ticket booking system 

ïLarge number of tickets for sale (4million) 

ïHuge visit requests ? (billion) 

ïSystem architecture is not optimal 

ÅBandwidth of network 

ÅCPU/RAM of computer 

ÅBusiness logic 
ïQueue + Feedback,  greatly reduce the repeating request 

ÅhǘƘŜǊ ŦŀŎǘƻǊǎΧ 
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Modeling and Analysis  

ÅHow to solve it? 

ïPerformance analysis and optimization 

ïvǳŜǳŜƛƴƎ ǎŎƘŜƳŜΣ ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜ ōŀƴŘǿƛŘǘƘΧ 

 

     
      Internet 

Web server Application 
server 

client Database 
server 

IE browser data input 
interaction 
ŘƛǎǇƭŀȅΧ 

passwd verify 
cookies/other 
ŀǇǇƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴΧ 

ticket data 
booking 
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Applications in daily life  

ÅSupermarket 

ïHow to define the express line (# of items)?  

ïHow to determine the number of checkouts? 

ïHow long customers have to wait at checkouts? 

ïBehavior of waiting time during peak-hours 

ÅLine at bank counters 

ïMultiple lines v.s. single line 

ïSpecialist purpose v.s. generalist purpose 

ïNumber of counters? 
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Applications in engineering 

ÅComputer/circuit architecture design 
ï1 fast disk v.s. 2 slow disks? 

ïInvest on large buffer v.s. fast CPU? 

ïScheduling policy to improve performance 

ÅCommunication network design 
ïBuffer size design of switch/router 

ïData packet scheduling policy in sensor or mobile 
network 

ÅΧ 
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List of applications areas 

ÅProduction system (machine, different products) 

ÅComputer system (CPU, disk, RAM design) 

ÅCommunication network (buffer design, link capacity) 

ÅTransportation system (traffic lights control) 

ÅBank branches operation (counter/type design) 

ÅAirlines scheduling (takeoff/landing arrangement) 

ÅData center (optimal control, energy saving) 

Å/ŀƭƭ ŎŜƴǘŜǊ όƻǇǘƛƳƛȊŜ ǘƘŜ ƻǇŜǊŀǘƻǊǎΣ ƘƻǘƭƛƴŜǎΣΧύ 

ÅPost office (multi-class, specialization) 

ÅIŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ όƘƻǎǇƛǘŀƭ ǇǊƻŎŜŘǳǊŜ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΣ ōƻƻƪƛƴƎΣ Χύ 

ÅΧ 
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²ƘŀǘΩǎ ǉǳŜǳŜΚ 
ÅA general queueing system 

 

 

 

 

 

Customer 
arrival 

waiting 
room 

Service 
facility  

Customer 
departure 
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Ȃ3  queueing 

network: 

A single 

server queue: 
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Terminology in queueing theory 

ÅBasic element in queue 

ïArrival pattern, service pattern, number of servers, service 
discipline, system capacity, customer type, server type, .. 

ÅPerformance metrics  

ïAverage number of customers 

ïQueue length, average number of queueing customers 

ïThroughput 

ïResponse time, sojourn time, system time 

ïWaiting time, queueing time 

ï.ƭƻŎƪƛƴƎ ǇǊƻōŀōƛƭƛǘȅΣ ǳǘƛƭƛȊŀǘƛƻƴ ǊŀǘƛƻΣ Χ 
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Why we need queueing theory? 

ÅResource constraints 

ïWhy queues appear? How to make them go away? 

ÅGoal of queueing theory 

ïPredict the performance  

ïDesign the architecture 

ïOptimize the parameter/policy 

ÅCounter-intuitive  

ïRandomness is complicated 

ïSome examples 
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Example 1: CPU design 

ÅA simple model of CPU 

ïJob arrival at rate ˂=3/s, Poisson process 

ïJob mean size is 1/˃, exponential 
Åi.e., service rate is ˃=5/s 

ïFCFS(first come first serve), buffer is infinite 

ïassume ˂  < ˃ , [question]why? 

 

CPU 

buffer 

Model of a cpu 

 ˂  ˃

NOTE: modern CPU may have other features, multi-core/PS, etc.  
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CPU design, cont. 

ÅIf the arrival rate ˂  doubles, how to upgrade? 

ïIf want to maintain the same delay of jobs, 
[question] what you choose? 

ÅA. double ˃  

ÅB. less than double ˃ 

ÅC. more than double ˃ 

ïWhy? Double ˃ will cut the delay in half 

Åprove with M/M/1 queueing theory 

ÅPhysical intuition, time speeds up with scale 2 
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Example 2: Lines in bank 

ÅCustomer arrival in Poisson with rate  ˂

ÅCounter service rate is ˃, exponential 

ÅFCFS, infinite waiting capacity 

3l
m

m

m

m

m

m

l

l

l

3 lines 1 line 
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L1=1.5, L2=0.237  

W1=0.5min, W2=0.079min 

T1=1min, T2=0.579min 

 

Lines in bank, cont. 

ÅAssume ˃  = 2/min, ˂  = 1/min 

ïqueue length,  

ïwaiting time,   

ïresponse time,  

Å[question] how is the following queue? 

3l
3m

L3 = 0.5 

W3 = 0.1667 

T3 = 0.3333 
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Example 3: many slow v.s. one fast 

ÅCPU selection: 

ï1 core CPU with 3GHz freq. 

ï3 core CPU with 1GHz freq. 

ÅWhich one has a better mean response time? 

3l
3m

3l
m

m

m
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ÅDepend on the variability of jobs  

ïJob size variability is high, choose many slow CPU 

ïJob size variability is low, choose one fast CPU 

ÅExponential distr.: coefficient of variation(cv) = 1; 
ïFor the case of M/M/c and M/M/1, the latter is better 

ÅUniform distr. or deterministic: cv < 1; 

ÅHyper-exponential distr. or other distr. (PH, MAP): 
cv > 1. (self-similarity of Internet traffic) 

ïIf workload is low, one fast is preferred 

ïIf jobs are preemptible (priority, stop, resume) 

ÅOne fast is preferred 

many slow v.s. one fast, cont. 
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many slow v.s. one fast, cont. 
Åmany slow v.s. a few fast, widely exist in practice 

ïPower allocation in data center with server farm 

ÅFast freq., more power consumption, green data center 

ïBandwidth partition in communication systems 

Å{Ƴŀƭƭ ŎƘǳƴƪǎ ƻŦ ōŀƴŘǿƛŘǘƘΣ ¢5a!κC5a!κ/5a! Χ 

ïRoad network in transportation 

ÅFew wide roads v.s. many small roads ό.ŜƛƧƛƴƎΩǎ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳύ 
ïTraffic is bursty with high variability, prefer many slow  

ïŜǘŎΦ /ƻƴǎƛŘŜǊ ŜŎƻƴƻƳƛŎ ŦŀŎǘƻǊǎΧ 

ïService rate control in Jackson network  

Å(Xia and Shihada, IEEE-TAC 2013) 
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Example 4: Closed queueing 
network 

ÅModel the intensive traffic with N capacity of 
network  

ïBatch system, intensive queue with limited 
capacity, etc. 

1

1

3
m=

0.5 

0.5 

N=6 jobs 

2

1

3
m=
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Closed queueing network, cont. 

ÅIf we double the speed of server 1 

ïHow it effects the response time of job? 

ïHow it effects the throughput? 
Å[Answer] only change by a small amount 

ÅSuppose N is very large, how is above question? 

ïChange Ą 0, if N Ą қ 

ÅWhat if N is very small 

ïIf N=1, changed amount is large 
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Closed queueing network, cont. 

ÅWhat if the queueing network is open?  

ïremarkable improvement of throughput and 
average response time  

0.5 

0.5 

l
1

1

3
m=

1

1

3
m=
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Example 5: Task assignment in a 
server farm 

ÅFront-end dispatcher, web server farm, assign 
tasks among back-end servers 

ïused in engineering, Cisco/IBM network device 

l
1m

2m

Arrivals 
Dispatcher 

(Load Balancer) 
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ÅTask assignment policy 

ïDetermine the task should go to which server 

ïBased on the system state, policy in MDP 

ÅDifferent policy 

ïRandom 

ïShortest-Queue (SQ) 

ïSize-Interval-Task Assignment (SITA) 

ïLeast-Work-Left (LWL) 

ïCentral-Queue (CQ) 

ÅQuestion: which one has best mean response time? 

Task assignment, cont. 
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ÅAnswer 

ïDepend on the property of job size 
ÅIf job size is known, LWL is usually the best 

ÅLWL = CQ ? 

ïIf server discipline is processor-sharing (PS) 
ÅSQ is the near optimal 

ÅTask assignment problem 

ïFCFS/PS, modeled as an MDP optimization problem 

ïMinimize variance of response time, rather than its mean  

ïVariance (fairness, risk) v.s. Mean (social welfare) 
ÅArmony&Ward (2010,2013) OperΦ wŜǎΦΣ άfair routing problem in 
ƘŜǘŜǊƻƎŜƴŜƻǳǎ ǉǳŜǳŜǎέ 

Task assignment, cont. 

Chinese Proverb: Ҍ Ҍ  
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Example 6: Scheduling 

ÅHow service disciplines affect response time? 

ïFCFS, first come first serve 

ïLCFS, last come first serve 

ïRandom 

ï[answer] all the same 

l m
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Scheduling, cont. 

ÅWhat if PR-LCFS, preemptive-resumed LCFS? 

ïDepends on the randomness of job size 

ÅHigh randomness, big improvement 

ÅNo randomness, twice worse 
 

l m
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Summary of examples  

ÅWhy counter-intuition? 

ïRandomness of queueing 

ïInteractions among customers and servers 

ÅToy examples, but many insights 

ïModels 

ïAnalysis  

ïDesign 

ïOptimization 

ïΧ 
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